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I. INTRODUCTIONThe ultraviolet (UV) photodissoiation of weakly bound hydrogen-bonded lus-ters has attrated a growing attention in the last deade. Several experimentalgroups have investigated the UV photolysis of small lusters suh as Ar �HBr,1;2Ar � HI,2 (HI)2,3 (HCl)2,4;5 Ar � H2O,6;7 Arn � H2S (n � 2),8 and larger lus-ters like (HI)n,9 and (HBr)n10 with n > 2. By UV photoexitation to a repulsiveeletroni state of the hromophore (HX or H2Y , X =halogen, Y = O; S), a largeamount of energy is deposited, ausing fast ejetion of a hot H fragment. Upon theH atom reoil, luster fragmentation an follow di�erent pathways. Diret disso-iation of the hydrogen may leave behind open-shell radial omplexes2�4;8 with adistribution of rovibrational exitations, whih allows one to probe the open-shellinterations involved. When the reoiling hydrogen ollides with the speies weaklybound to the hromophore, more extensive fragmentation of the luster an our.A number of theoretial simulations of the UV photolysis of di�erent H-bondedlusters has been performed. Among the systems studied are Xen � HI (n =1�12),11 Ar�HCl,12�19 Arn�HCl (n � 2),20;22 (HCl)2,23 Ar�HBr,1;24 Arn�HBr(n � 2),25 Arn �HF (n = 1� 14; 54),26;27 Ar �H2O,28 and Arn �H2S (n � 2).29Out of the above systems, the Ar � HCl luster has been the most extensivelystudied. This is the �rst system for whih it has been predited theoretially16;18;19that, in addition to luster dissoiation into three fragments, UV photolysis anour through another fragmentation pathway produing Ar�Cl radial fragments.This is in aordane with the experimental evidene found for other lusters likeAr�HI,2 (HCl)2,4 and Arn�H2S (n � 2).8 A global piture of the Ar�HCl UVphotolysis proess has been reently suggested,19 whih ould also be valid for otherhydrogen-bonded lusters. In this piture the probability of eah fragmentationpathway (total or partial luster fragmentation) would be greatly determined bya ompetition where interferene e�ets between the two pathways appear to playa major role. One of the onlusions of the works on Ar � HCl was that thisompetition between fragmentation pathways is strongly dependent on the initial1



distribution of angular intraluster geometries exited.16;18;19 In the ase of Ar �HCl, dissoiation into three fragments involves at least one ollision of the reoilinghydrogen with the Ar atom. This situation ours when the H reoil is hinderedby the Ar obstale, for initial angular geometries relatively lose to the ollinearequilibrium one. By ontrast, for initial angles far from the ollinear equilibriumgeometry, for whih the H an reoil freely, the probability of partial fragmentationof the luster produing Ar � Cl radials is enhaned. Thus, the weight of theinitial angular geometries, determined by the initial state of the luster prepared byUV pumping, governs to a great extent the branhing ratio between the di�erentfragmentation pathways and their produts.The inuene of the initial distribution of intraluster angular geometries has alsobeen found in the UV photolysis of Arn�HCl,22 Arn�HBr,25(b) and Ar12�HF 27lusters. In these works it has been shown that by exiting the bending mode of theHX subunit, prior to the UV pumping, the temporary trapping of the dissoiatinghydrogen within the luster (also alled age e�et) an be eÆiently "turned o�".Due to the hydrogen-bonding interations in this type of lusters, their equilibriumgeometry in the ground state is suh that hydrogen reoil is hindered by the solventage. The HX bending exitation has the e�et of hanging this situation, preparingan initial state of the luster with an angular distribution where the H reoil is less(or even not) hindered by the solvent age. A similar e�et was found in the UVphotolysis of the Cl�HCl system,30 where bending exitation of the luster prior tothe UV exitation inreased the probability of the Cl2 produt by a fator of 2. Thisase presents qualitative similarities with the formation of Ar�Cl radials after UVphotodissoiation of Ar �HCl. It should be noted that exitation of the hydrogenbending motion is not always required in order to prepare an initial distribution ofangular geometries from whih the hydrogen an reoil freely. In this sense, it hasbeen predited2;31;32 that, for the ArHI luster, the equilibrium geometry in theground state orresponds to the isomer Ar � I � H, with the hydrogen pointingoutwards the Ar � � � I age. 2



Thus, seleting an initial luster state with the proper shape of the distribution ofintraluster angular geometries, before UV exitation, appears as an eÆient way toontrol the yield of spei� produt fragments of the luster photolysis. The aim ofthe present work is to explore this possibility in the ase of the UV photodissoiationof the Ar�HBr luster. The potential-energy surfae of Han et al.33 for the groundeletroni state of Ar�HBr predits that for the v = 1 vibrational state ofHBr, theground vdW state orresponds to the Ar�H�Br geometry, while the �rst exitedvdW state is assoiated with the Ar � Br �H geometry. Therefore two states areidenti�ed in Ar�HBr with very di�erent shapes (atually opposite) of the angulardistribution. This makes this system a very suitable andidate to investigate thee�et of the initial angular geometry distribution in the photolysis proess. For thispurpose, the UV photodissoiation of Ar � HBr has been simulated, by means ofquasilassial trajetories, starting from both the ground and the �rst exited vdWstates of the luster. Simulations at di�erent exitation energies of Ar � HBr inthe upper eletroni state were arried out. The main fous of the analysis is onhow the di�erent shape of the initial angular distribution a�ets the branhing ratiobetween the partial and total fragmentation pathways of the luster, and the statedistributions of the orresponding produt fragments.The organization of the paper is the following. In Se. II the potential-energysurfaes and the quasilassial methodology used are desribed. Results are pre-sented and disussed in Se. III. Conluding remarks are given in Se. IV.II. THEORETICAL TREATMENTA. Potential-energy surfaesPhotolysis of Ar � HBr ours upon UV exitation of HBr from its groundeletroni state X1�+ to the repulsive exited state A1� [whih orrelates adiabat-ially with the H(2S) + Br(2P3=2) asymptote℄. Suh an exitation is simulated bypromoting vertially the initial state of the luster, alulated in the X1�+ potential3



surfae, to the exited A1� surfae, assuming a Frank-Condon transition.The ground-state potential surfae is modelled as a sum of an atom-atom poten-tial for the H � Br interation plus a term reproduing the vdW interation,Vg(r; R; �) = V gH�Br(r) + VvdW (R; �); (1)with (r; R; �) being Jaobian oordinates where r is the H � Br distane, R is theseparation from the Ar atom to the enter-of-mass of HBr, and � is the anglebetween the vetors r and R. In the de�nition adopted here � = 0 orresponds tothe ollinear on�guration where the hydrogen points towards the Ar atom. Forthe V gH�Br term a Morse funtion is used with parameters D = 3:92eV , re = 1:414�A, and � = 1:821 �A�1.34 The potential for the vdW interation is taken to be theintermoleular Ar � HBr(v = 1) potential of Han et al.,33 whih was �tted usingdata of infrared spetra. The funtional form of this intermoleular potential is verysimilar to the H4 potential of Hutson31 for Ar �HBr(v = 0).The exited eletroni state potential is represented as a sum of pairwise inter-ations between the atoms of the systemVe = V eH�Br + V eH�Ar + V eAr�Br: (2)The H � Br interation in the A1� exited state, V eH�Br, is represented by anexponential funtion V eH�Br(r) = Ae��r; (3)with A = 61:2eV and � = 2:01 �A�1.35;36 Empirial potentials have been used for theH � Ar37 and Ar � Br38 (in the X1=2 ground eletroni state) interations.B. Dynamis simulationsThe initial state of Ar �HBr(v = 1) in the X1�+ surfae is expressed as�(r; R; �) = �v=1(r) (R; �); (4)where �v=1(r) is the v = 1 vibrational eigenstate of the V gH�Br(r) potential. Thefuntion  (R; �) desribing the vdW modes is alulated variationally by represent-ing the vibrationally-averaged Hamiltonian Ĥv;v =< �v=1(r)jĤj�v=1(r) > (being4



Ĥ the Hamiltonian of the system) on a suitable basis set and diagonalizing. Theenergies obtained for the ground and �rst exited vdW states are �121:61 m�1 and�112:47 m�1, respetively, relative to the v = 1 energy level of HBr.The quantum distributions assoiated with the alulated ground and �rst ex-ited vdW states of Ar�HBr(v = 1), �(r; R; �), are used to sample initial onditionsorresponding to di�erent exitation energies of the luster in the upper eletronisurfae. The exitation energies investigated over the range of the luster absorp-tion spetrum. Starting from these initial onditions the luster photodissoiationis simulated by running lassial trajetories in the A1� exited surfae. Zero totalangular momentum of the system is assumed.In order to sample the initial onditions for the trajetories, a sampling methodpreviously suggested39 and applied to study the UV photolysis of Ar � HCl19 hasbeen used. In this method a quantum initial phase-spae distribution is de�ned asj�(r; R; �)~�(pr; pR; l)j2 sin �, where ~�(pr; pR; l) is the momentum-spae representa-tion of �(r; R; �), and l is the rotational state assoiated with the angular mode�. A phase-spae grid is then de�ned and initial onditions are sampled uniformlywithin that grid following the above distribution. We note that this phase-spae dis-tribution retains the quantum harater and shape of the luster initial state. Thisfeature of the sampling method is very important, sine the goal of the present workis to eluidate the e�et of the shape of the initial intraluster angular geometrydistribution in the photodissoiation dynamis.The energy dispersion of the initial onditions sampled for eah exitation energyE of the parent luster in the upper potential surfae is required to be �E =�10 m�1. This ensures that the alulated produt state distributions are energy-resolved. The limit E = 0 orresponds to three separated atoms. Calulations werearried out for the luster exitation energies E = 1:83eV , 2:40eV , 2:97eV , 3:54eV ,4:11eV , 4:68eV , 5:25eV , and 5:82eV , and the number of trajetories integrated was3155, 50066, 66723, 15253, 24884, 30947, 21283, and 4786, respetively, for theground vdW state of Ar � HBr(v = 1), and 3055, 49450, 65258, 13929, 27155,5



31210, 22951, and 4570, respetively, for the �rst exited vdW state. The numberof initial onditions assoiated with a spei� exitation energy is related to theprobability given by the orresponding phase-spae distribution for that energy.The trajetories were integrated up to a �nal time tf = 200fs with a time step�t = 0:05fs. This integration time is enough taking into aount that the lusterphotodissoiation dynamis is essentially over for a time t < 100fs. At tf = 200fsthe H �Br distane is larger than 20a:u: for all trajetories integrated.At this point a omment is due on the limitations of the present desriptionof the photolysis proess. We are assuming that the photodissoiation dynamisours on a single exited potential surfae, that of the A1� eletroni state. E�etsderived from nonadiabati ouplings to other eletroni states are not taken intoaount in the dynamial treatment. In addition, the lassial dynamis approahemployed is approximate, and this may have an e�et onsidering the presene of atypially quantum partile like the H atom. Possible quantum e�ets are thereforemissing in the dynamis. The present work aims at prediting qualitative trendsand e�ets, and in this sense, the treatment applied here represents a ompromisebetween eÆieny of the alulations and reliability of the preditions. We believethat the present level of desription is suÆient to apture the main dynamialtrends. This is supported by the agreement found earlier in a omparison betweenexperiment and lassial simulations of the UV photolysis of Ar �HBr(v = 0).1It is also interesting to omment on the onnetion of the present alulationswith a possible experiment. Suh an experiment would involve a two-photon exita-tion of the luster. The luster would be �rst exited by an infrared photon from theAr�HBr(v = 0) ground state to either the ground or the �rst exited vdW state ofAr�HBr(v = 1), in the lower eletroni surfae. Then a seond UV photon wouldpump the system to the upper eletroni surfae where photolysis takes plae. Thistype of double-resonane exitation experiment has been arried out earlier withother related hydrogen-bonded lusters like (HCl)2,4 and Ar �H2O.6III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 6



A. Initial angular distributionsThe distributions of initial angular geometries assoiated with the ground and�rst exited vdW states of Ar �HBr(v = 1),P (�) = Z dRj (R; �)j2 sin �; (5)are shown in Fig. 1. The angular distribution orresponding to the ground vdWstate of Ar�HCl(v = 0)16;18;19 is also displayed in the �gure for the sake of ompar-ison. The two angular distributions of Ar �HBr(v = 1) are nearly mirror imageswith respet to � ' 100Æ. Both distributions spread over the whole angular range,although most of their probability onentrates at angles loser to the Ar�H �Brgeometry (ground vdW state), or to the Ar�Br�H geometry (exited vdW state).It should be noted, however, that eah distribution displays a remarkable intensity(higher in the ase of the exited vdW state) at opposite geometries to those of max-imum probability. This makes a di�erene between the initial angular distributionsof the ground vdW states of Ar � HBr(v = 1) and Ar � HCl(v = 0), althoughthese two distributions are qualitatively similar.B. Probability of Ar �Br formationPhotolysis of Ar�HBr an our through two possible fragmentation pathways,Ar �HBr + �h! ! H + Ar �Br; (6)Ar �HBr + �h! ! H + Ar +Br; (7)whih will be termed partial fragmentation (PF) pathway, Eq. (6), and total frag-mentation (TF) pathway, Eq. (7). Cluster fragmentation via these two pathwayswas investigated for several exitation energies of the system in the range of the ab-sorption spetrum, starting from both the ground and the �rst exited vdW state.One of the most interesting aspets of the photolysis proess is how the probabil-ity of the PF and TF pathways behaves for di�erent exitation energies, when two7



di�erent initial angular distributions of the luster, like those of Fig. 1, are preparedupstairs. This has been explored by alulating the probability of the PF pathway,or equivalently, the probability of formation of Ar �Br radial omplexes, PAr�Br.By solving numerially the equation"� �h22�Ar�Br �2�r02 + j(j + 1)�h22�Ar�Br(r0)2 + V eAr�Br(r0)#'(j)� (r0) = E�;j'(j)� (r0); (8)one �nds that the potential Vj(r0) = V eAr�Br(r0) + j(j + 1)�h2=2�Ar�Br(r0)2 supportsbound and/or quasibound (due to the rotational barriers) states of Ar � Br up toa maximum j value jmax = 74. In Eq. (8) r0 is the Ar�Br distane, and V eAr�Br isthe Ar � Br interation potential in the upper eletroni surfae [see Eq. (2)℄.The Ar � Br formation is heked for eah trajetory at �nal time in the fol-lowing way. The oordinates r; R; � and onjugate momenta pr; pR; p� used to in-tegrate the trajetories are transformed to the new oordinates r0; R0; �0 and mo-menta pr0; pR0 ; p�0, where R0 is the distane between H and the enter-of-mass ofAr � Br, and �0 is the angle between the vetors R0 and r0. In this new set ofJaobian oordinates the energy of the Ar � Br subunit, ElassAr�Br = p2R0=2�Ar�Br +p2�0=2�Ar�Br(r0)2 + V eAr�Br(r0) is alulated, and the j state is identi�ed by solvingthe equation p2�0 = j(j+1). A trajetory is onsidered to produe an Ar�Br radialfragment if the two following riteria are simultaneously ful�lled. These riteria arethat ElassAr�Br � Emax�;j , where Emax�;j is the highest (bound or quasibound) energy levelsupported by the potential Vj(r0), and that the Ar�Br distane is smaller than thedistane orresponding to the top of the j(j+1)�h2=2�Ar�Br(r0)2 barrier. The numberof trajetories leading to Ar�Br produts, PAr�Br(E), gives the probability of thePF pathway for the exitation energy E. Dividing this number by the total numberof trajetories integrated for eah energy, PAr�Br(E)=Ptotal(E), provides the perent-age of the probability of the PF pathway in the photolysis proess. The perentageof the TF pathway is obtained as PTF (E)=Ptotal(E) = 1� PAr�Br(E)=Ptotal(E).The behavior of the ratio PAr�Br=Ptotal is shown in Fig. 2 for di�erent energies Eof the luster when it is prepared upstairs from both the ground and the �rst exitedvdW states. The ratio PAr�Cl=Ptotal alulated lassially in a previous work19 for8



the ground vdW state of Ar � HCl(v = 0) is also shown in Fig. 2 for the sake ofomparison. Two interesting features are observed in the urves of Fig. 2. One ofthem is the high yield of Ar�Br produts found over the whole range of exitationenergies for the two initial states of the luster. This yield is partiularly remarkablefor the ground vdW state of Ar�HBr(v = 1) when ompared to the Ar�Cl yieldobtained for Ar �HCl(v = 0), taking into aount that the initial distributions ofhydrogen orientations prepared in both ases are similar, with the hydrogen largelybloked by the Ar atom. The other feature is that the yield of Ar � Br produtsis substantially higher when Ar � HBr(v = 1) is pumped upstairs from the �rstexited vdW state, indiating that there is indeed an e�et produed by the shapeof the initial angular distribution of the luster.As the exitation energy of the parent luster inreases the energy available forthe weakly bound radial fragment inreases as well, ausing a derease of its survivalprobability. In this line Nesbitt and o-workers proposed a "gentle reoil" mehanismto explain the formation of radials found after UV photolysis of Arn�H2S (n � 2).8Following this diret dissoiation mehanism, the H would reoil arrying most ofthe exess energy of the luster, due to its light mass. Thus, the probability ofradial formation would be essentially determined by the amount of energy availablefor the radial and the extent to whih the radial an aommodate that energywithout breaking. The gentle reoil mehanism is expeted to operate in the UVphotolysis of both Ar � HCl and Ar � HBr. In addition, side ollisions of thereoiling hydrogen with the Ar atom, the strength of whih is determined by theinitial orientation of the hydrogen, transfer energy to the radial bond and they alsoontribute to diminish the radial survival probability. The initial distributions ofhydrogen orientations of the ground vdW states of Ar � HBr(v = 1) and Ar �HCl(v = 0) are qualitatively similar (see Fig. 1), and large di�erenes are notexpeted between the two exited eletroni potential surfaes (in fat, the H �Arinteration is the same for both systems). Therefore, in priniple one would expeta more similar behavior of the yields of Ar � Br and Ar � Cl radials when the9



ground vdW states of the orresponding parent lusters are exited. However, theyield of Ar�Br produed from the Ar�HBr(v = 1) ground vdW state dereasesmuh more slowly with inreasing E.The high yield of Ar�Br radials for the ground vdW state of the luster an beexplained by the ombination of two fators. One fator is that for a given exitationenergy, the hydrogen gets a larger share of energy upon photodissoiation fromHBrthan from HCl, therefore leaving an amount of energy available for Ar�Br smallerthan that for Ar � Cl. The e�et of an inreasing radial survival with inreasingradial mass was already antiipated.18 In addition, the lowest bound and highestquasibound energy levels of Ar�Br are 117:6 m�1 below and 108:1 m�1 above thedissoiation limit of the Ar�Br potential, respetively, while in the ase of Ar�Clthese energy levels are 104:0 m�1 below and 99:8 m�1 above the dissoiation limit,respetively. This means that Ar �Br an also aommodate some more availableenergy as internal energy than Ar � Cl. From the above energy onsiderations thegentle reoil mehanism would predit that the survival probability of Ar�Br shouldbe higher than that of Ar � Cl. The seond fator is related to sterial aspets ofthe initial state. The angular distribution of the Ar � HBr(v = 1) ground vdWstate, although similar to that of Ar � HCl(v = 0), spreads more towards largerangles. The maximum of the Ar � HCl(v = 0) distribution ours at � = 30:8Æ,while in the ase of Ar � HBr(v = 1) is at � = 33:6Æ, and the latter distributionhas a higher probability at luster geometries where the H fragment is unbloked.In addition, the Ar � Br equilibrium separation (� 4:3 �A) in the initial state isslightly larger than that of Ar�Cl (� 4:0 �A). This more unbloked initial situationof the hydrogen in Ar � HBr(v = 1) redues the probability of ollisions betweenthe reoiling H and the Ar atom, and would ontribute to enhane the probabilityof Ar � Br formation with respet to the Ar � Cl ase.The e�et of the shape of the initial distribution of intraluster orientationsappears learly in the PAr�Br(E)=Ptotal(E) ratio orresponding to the �rst exitedvdW state of Ar � HBr(v = 1) when ompared to that of the ground vdW state.10



Sine the shape of the R dependene of  (R; �) [Eq. (4)℄ is very similar for bothvdW states, we onlude that the di�erenes found in the yield of Ar�Br radialsare due to the di�erent shape of the initial angular distributions. The yield ofAr�Br radial produts for the exited vdW state of the luster ranges from 80%for the lowest exitation energies to as high as 20% for the highest luster energiesinvestigated. The perentage of radial formation from the exited vdW state islarger than that from the ground vdW state by a fator 1:2 � 1:5 for low andmedium exitation energies, and by a fator 1:8 for very high energies. The presentresults therefore show a pronouned e�et of the shape of the initial distribution ofintraluster hydrogen orientations on the yield of the di�erent fragments produedupon luster photolysis.It should be noted that quantum mehanial simulations of the Ar�HCl(v = 0)photolysis predited a lower yield of Ar�Cl radials than the lassial simulations,19due to quantum e�ets suh as interferene between the PF and TF pathways. Theorigin of this interferene between fragmentation pathways was attributed to the�rst ollision of the reoiling H fragment with the Ar atom.19 Thus, in a quantummehanial desription of the Ar � HBr(v = 1) photolysis the predited yield ofAr � Br radials ould hange to some extent with respet to the lassial ones ofFig. 2. However, sine the interferene e�ets are aused by the �rst H=Ar ollision,it is expeted that they will a�et less the photolysis proess in Ar �HBr(v = 1)than in Ar � HCl(v = 0). Indeed, the higher lassial probability of Ar � Brradials for the two vdW states of Ar�HBr(v = 1), as ompared with the lassialyield of Ar � Cl produts, indiates that H=Ar ollisions our with muh lowerprobability in Ar�HBr(v = 1) than in Ar�HCl(v = 0). In partiular, photolysisfrom the exited vdW state of Ar � HBr(v = 1) is expeted to be less a�etedby interferene e�ets than from the ground vdW one, due to its initial angulargeometry distribution, for whih the reoiling hydrogen is more likely to miss theAr atom. Thus, if interferene e�ets are relevant in the Ar�HBr(v = 1) photolysisand they at to diminish the lassial yield of radials [as in Ar�HCl(v = 0)℄, the11



di�erenes between the yield of radials obtained from the ground and the exitedvdW states ould be even larger than those found in Fig. 2.An interesting question now is how the e�et of the shape of the initial angulardistribution manifests in the state distributions of the fragments produed by thePF and TF pathways. This is analyzed in the remaining of this Setion.C. Ar � Br produt state distributionsRovibrational state distributions of the Ar�Br fragment were alulated, and areshown in Fig. 3 for the initial ground and �rst exited vdW state of Ar�HBr(v =1), respetively, for di�erent luster exitation energies. The negative E�;j energiesorrespond to the bound states of Ar � Br, while the positive energies orrespondto the quasibound states. The disrete distributions of Fig. 3 are obtained by dis-retizing the lassial angular momentum p�0 and energy ElassAr�Br. As ommentedabove, the rotational state j orresponding to eah trajetory is identi�ed by solvingthe equation p2�0 = j(j + 1). Then eah trajetory leading to an Ar�Br produt isassigned a vibrational state � and a rovibrational energy level E�;j, by identifyingthe quantum energy level E�;j [obtained from Eq. (8)℄ whih is losest to the las-sial energy ElassAr�Br of the trajetory. The distributions of Fig. 3 an be obtainedexperimentally either from the time-of-ight (TOF) spetrum of the hydrogen frag-ment, due to onservation of the total energy of the system, or by probing diretlythe Ar � Br produt.The e�et of inreasing exitation energy in the rovibrational distributions ofboth vdW states is that they gradually shift towards higher bound and quasiboundstates of Ar � Br. This is aused by the inrease of the energy available for theradial. It is interesting to observe that even at high exitation energies (like E =5:25eV ) the maximum population of the distributions still do not reah the highestquasibound states of Ar�Br. In the ase of Ar�HCl(v = 0) photolysis, already forexitation energies E ' 2eV the Ar � Cl rovibrational distributions peaked at thehighest quasibound states of the radial fragment.19 This is a result of the smaller12



share of energy available for Ar � Br with respet to Ar � Cl disussed above.For the same luster exitation energy, the rovibrational distributions produedby Ar�HBr(v = 1) photolysis from the ground and �rst exited vdW states exhibita di�erent shape. The main di�erene is that the Ar�Br fragments produed fromthe ground vdW state are hotter than those produed from the �rst exited vdWstate. The distributions of the exited vdW state present a substantially higherpopulation in the Ar � Br bound states, partiularly the low and medium ones.In order to analyze in more detail the di�erenes in the shape of the distributionsof Fig. 3, vibrational and rotational distributions have been alulated, and arepresented in Figs. 4 and 5, respetively.The vibrational distributions obtained for the two vdW states of Ar�HBr(v =1) are old and rather similar. Some more vibrational exitation is found in generalin the distributions assoiated with the exited vdW state. With inreasing exita-tion energy the vibrational distribution of the exited vdW state does not hangemuh, while that of the ground vdW state beomes gradually older, inreasing thedi�erenes between the two vibrational distributions. More pronouned di�erenesare found between the j-state distributions in Fig. 5. The distributions assoiatedwith the ground vdW state are learly hotter than the ones orresponding to theexited vdW state. The j distributions of the ground vdW state peak at the highestj states populated, with a tail of dereasing intensity extending towards lower jvalues, while in the ase of the exited vdW state the population distributes ratheruniformly in the range of populated j states.The following piture of the photodissoiation dynamis leading to Ar�Br radi-als emerges from the above state distributions. The Ar�Br fragments are produedupon diret dissoiation of the hydrogen. For initial orientations of the hydrogenorresponding to the distribution of the ground vdW state of Ar � HBr(v = 1),mostly in the range � < 80Æ (see Fig. 1), the reoiling H produes a large torqueon the Ar � Br fragment. As a onsequene of this large torque, the exitation ofAr � Br goes mainly to rotation of the fragment, onsistently with the highly ex-13



ited rotational distributions of Fig. 5 and the old vibrational distributions of Fig.4. By ontrast, when the hydrogen reoils from the initial orientations determinedby the exited vdW state, it produes a smaller torque on the radial fragment,leading to substantially less rotational exitation. For this distribution of initial ori-entations, mainly in the region of the Ar � Br �H ollinear geometry, vibrationalexitation of the Ar � Br produt is more favored than for the ground vdW stateinitial distribution, onsistently with the results of Fig. 4.The result that the rovibrational distributions of the ground vdW state are en-ergetially more exited than the orresponding ones of the exited vdW state anbe understood in terms of the higher rotational exitation produed by photolysisfrom the ground vdW state. Most of the vibrational population of Ar �Br is on-entrated in the same states, � = 0; 1; 2; 3, for both initial vdW states of the luster.The energy loation of these vibrational states beomes inreasingly higher as j in-reases. Therefore, the higher rotational exitation produed from the ground vdWstate is the origin of the higher energetial exitation of the orresponding rovibra-tional distributions, as ompared with those of the exited vdW state. Likewise, thedi�erent shape of the distributions assoiated with the two vdW states is mainlydue to the di�erenes in the orresponding rotational distributions.The average j-state distributions of Fig. 5 reet the shape of the rotationalprogressions of the Ar�Br vibrational states, and partiularly of the most populatedones. Inspetion of the quantum mehanial energies E�;j shows that for low j statesthe separation between the lowest vibrational levels � = 0; 1; 2; 3 ranges between 27m�1 and 19 m�1. Taking into aount the above energy separation and the shapeof the j distributions of Fig. 5, the progressions orresponding to the � = 0; 1 statesan be learly identi�ed in general in the distributions of Fig. 3. In the left panelsof Fig. 3, for E = 1:83eV and E = 2:97eV the maxima of the � = 0; 1 progressions(and also of the � = 2 progression for E = 1:83eV ) are well separated in energy.In the ase of E = 2:97eV even the � = 2; 3 progressions an be distinguished inthe exited vdW state distribution. For high energies like E = 5:25eV the � = 014



progression, with the maximum population at very high quasibound states, learlydi�ereniates from the other � > 0 progressions, for both vdW states. Thus, withenough resolution the whole disrete spetrum of the radial an be probed from therovibrational distributions produed after UV photolysis of the luster at di�erentexitation energies.D. H fragment distributionsThe inuene of the shape of the initial angular distribution of the luster in the�nal H fragment distributions has also been investigated. Kineti-energy distribu-tions of H produed through the TF pathway, and angular distributions of the Hprodut obtained both by partial and total fragmentation have been alulated forthe two initial vdW states of the luster, and are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respetively.The hydrogen kineti-energy distributions of Fig. 6 are the equivalent, in theenergy domain, to the H fragment TOF spetrum. The distributions onsist ofa peak at hydrogen kineti energies, �Hk , slightly lower than the luster exitationenergy E, and a tail extending towards lower kineti energies. The peak at thehighest �Hk values of the distributions is produed by nearly diret dissoiation ofthe hydrogen whih, upon reoiling, ollides weakly with the Ar obstale. In thisweak, side H=Ar ollision the hydrogen transfers a small amount of energy to theAr � Br bond (albeit enough to break it), and the H fragment esapes arryingmost of the exess energy of the system. The tail at lower kineti energies in thedistributions is aused by one hard H=Ar ollision or several suessive (weak andhard) H=Ar and H=Br ollisions. Depending on the number and the strength of theollisions, the initially hot H fragment is more or less e�etively ooled down. Theshape of the hydrogen kineti-energy distribution (KED) is qualitatively similar forthe di�erent exitation energies. The main e�et of inreasing E in the H KED isthat the distribution tail reahes lower �Hk values, sine the hotter hydrogen transfersmore energy in eah ollision.When the hydrogen distributions obtained from the two initial vdW states of15



the luster are ompared for the same exitation energy, it is observed that the lowkineti-energy tail is substantially less intense in the distributions of the exitedvdW state (for all energies E). Pratially all the population goes to the highkineti-energy peak of the distributions. This result is again due to the shape of theinitial distribution of hydrogen orientations. In the ase of the �rst exited vdWstate of Ar �HBr(v = 1), the initial angular distribution favors diret esaping ofthe hydrogen and a muh smaller probability of H=Ar and H=Br ollisions than forthe ground vdW state. The low kineti-energy tail in the H fragment KED is thesignature of aging of the hydrogen within a luster with a single Ar solvent atom.In this sense, the present e�et of a diminishing tail is equivalent to that found inlarger Arn � HX lusters,22;25(b);27 i.e., that the aging of the hydrogen is "turnedo�" for initial angular distributions where the hydrogen reoil is not hindered.In the H produt KED obtained when the TOF spetrum is transformed to thekineti-energy domain there is population orresponding to H fragments produedvia both the PF and the TF pathways. For the sake of larity, these two ontributionshave been separated in this work into the disrete rovibrational distributions ofFig. 3, and the ontinuum kineti-energy distributions of Fig. 6. When the twoontributions appear together in a single distribution there is a region of kinetienergies where they overlap. This region orresponds to the region of the radialquasibound states, E�;j > 0 in the rovibrational distributions of Fig. 3, and theregion of highest �Hk energies of the peak in the TF distributions of Fig. 6. In theregions of the whole H KED orresponding to the low kineti-energy tail and theradial bound states, E�;j < 0, the TF and PF populations are well separated.The present results of Figs. 3 and 6 predit that the e�et of the shape of theinitial distribution of hydrogen intraluster orientations manifests learly at least inthe above two kineti energy regions of the H fragment distribution. Indeed, forinitial angular distributions where the hydrogen reoil beomes less hindered, theintensity of the red-shifted tail dereases and the blue-shifted population assoiatedwith radial bound states inreases. Suh manifestations are experimentally observ-16



able, and an be used to determine the degree of initial aging of the hydrogen forthe luster state prepared in the exited eletroni surfae.The �nal hydrogen angular distributions orresponding to eah vdW state andto eah fragmentation pathway exhibit a similar shape for the di�erent luster ex-itation energies, and only distributions for two exitation energies are shown inFig. 7. For the same initial vdW state the main di�erene between the PF and TFangular distributions is that in the latter distributions a peak of intensity appearsin the angular region 100Æ � �0 � 130Æ. In addition, in the ase of the exited vdWstate the peak around �0 ' 40Æ is more intense in the TF angular distributions thanin the PF ones.The peaks around �0 ' 40Æ and �0 ' 120Æ in the TF distributions of both vdWstates orrespond to H fragments sattered after one or more ollisions with Arand Br, respetively. These peaks are originated from initial hydrogen orientationstypially � < 80Æ (see Fig. 1). In all the distributions of Fig.7, the region �0 <30Æ � 35Æ with no population is due to the angular size of the Ar obstale, whilethe intensity appearing at �0 > 130Æ (oming from initial orientations � > 130Æ)is produed by pratially diret H reoiling, with weak H � Ar interation. Inthis latter ase, when TF is produed, the energy available for Ar � Br is enoughto break this bond. The intensity of the peaks around �0 ' 40Æ and �0 ' 120Æ issigni�antly smaller in the TF angular distributions of the exited vdW state, inomparison with those of the ground vdW state. This is onsistent with the lessintense tails of the distributions shown in the lower panels of Fig. 6, assoiated witha lower probability of several ollisions between the hydrogen and the heavier atoms.Interestingly, the angular distributions assoiated to H fragments produed byboth the PF and the TF pathways reet the shape of the initial angular distri-bution from whih they are originated. This result is not surprising, sine in boththe PF and the TF pathways the dominant mehanism is diret or nearly diretdissoiation of the hydrogen. Some additional struture is introdued in the TF an-gular distributions by indiret dissoiation dynamis, whih is reeted in the peak17



around �0 ' 120Æ due to esaping of the hydrogen after bouning one or more inbetween Ar and Br. Therefore, the angular distribution of the H photofragmentsould be used as a probe of the initial distribution of intraluster hydrogen orienta-tions exited to the upper eletroni surfae. This would provide a means to mapthe shape of the angular wave funtion of the luster states in the lower eletronisurfae, prepared by infrared exitation prior to the UV pumping. It should benoted, however, that the angular distributions of Fig. 7 are alulated in the lusterbody-�xed frame, and are not diretly omparable with experimental angular dis-tributions measured in the laboratory frame. The angular distributions measuredin the laboratory frame might not reet the angular shape of the initial state aslearly as the present body-�xed frame distributions do.IV. CONCLUDING REMARKSThe ultraviolet photolysis of the Ar � HBr luster is studied by means of aquasilassial trajetory method. The main goal is to investigate how the shapeof the initial distribution of intraluster angular geometries a�ets the yield of thedi�erent photoproduts and their state distributions. To this purpose the photolysisof Ar � HBr(v = 1) is simulated starting from two di�erent initial states of theluster. One of them is the ground vdW state of Ar � HBr(v = 1), for whihthe equilibrium geometry orresponds to the Ar �H �Br isomer, where hydrogendissoiation is initially hindered with a high probability. The other state is the �rstexited vdW state of Ar�HBr(v = 1), assoiated with the equilibrium geometry ofthe Ar�Br �H isomer. In this ase hydrogen dissoiation is not hindered for themost likely initial orientations. Simulations are arried out for di�erent exitationenergies of the luster in the range of the absorption spetrum.Cluster photolysis ours through two di�erent fragmentation pathways, namelypartial fragmentation into H +Ar�Br radials, and total fragmentation into H +Ar + Br. The yield of Ar � Br produts is found to be high for the two initialstates of the luster, in ontrast with the low yield of Ar � Cl radials previously18



found in the ase of Ar � HCl. The yield of Ar � Br radials produed from the�rst exited vdW state is remarkably higher, by a fator ranging between 1:2 and1:8, depending on the exitation energy, with respet to the yield obtained fromthe ground vdW state. This higher yield is attributed to the initial distribution ofintraluster orientations of the exited vdW state, from whih the H fragment anreoil diretly leaving behind Ar � Br radials, with a higher probability than inthe ase of the ground vdW state.Manifestations of the e�et of the initial angular distribution shape are found aswell in the state distributions of the di�erent photolysis produts. Spei�ally, inthe ase of the exited vdW state of the luster, the Ar � Br produts exhibit lessrovibrational exitation, and the kineti-energy distributions of the H fragmentsprodued by total fragmentation are hotter. Suh di�erenes are the result of aphotodissoiation dynamis inuened to a large extent by the spei� shape ofthe distribution of initial hydrogen intraluster orientations. When the hydrogenis less aged in between Ar and Br the photodissoiation proess beomes morediret, dereasing the probability of energy transfer between the reoiling H and theAr�Br subunit. The present simulations show that the �nal angular distributions ofthe H fragment (produed either by the partial or the total fragmentation pathway)reets losely the shape of the initial angular distribution of the luster.Seleting the luster initial state based on the shape of its angular distributionappears as an eÆient means to ontrol the yield of the di�erent photolysis produtsand the states in whih they are produed. In this work two initial states with ratheropposite angular shapes are investigated. Other luster states with intermediateangular shapes are likely to be found, whih would allow for a higher degree ofontrol. Finally, the trends found here are nor limited to Ar � HBr, and theyappear to be general for other related hydrogen-bonded lusters. Experimentalinvestigation of suh trends would be very interesting.ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 19
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FIGURE CAPTIONSFig. 1. Angular distributions of the initial Ar �HBr(v = 1) ground (solid line) and�rst exited (dashed line) vdW state alulated through Eq. (5). The initialangular distribution of the Ar �HCl(v = 0) ground vdW state (dotted line)is also shown for omparison. All the distributions are normalized to unity.Fig. 2. Ratio between the probability of Ar�X formation, PAr�X (X = Br; Cl), andthe total probability of photodissoiation, Ptotal vs E. The ratios alulatedfor the initial ground and �rst exited vdW states of Ar � HBr(v = 1) areshown and ompared with the ratio previously obtained (Ref. 19) for theground vdW state of Ar�HCl(v = 0). The limit E = 0 orresponds to threeseparated atoms.Fig. 3. Rovibrational state distributions of the Ar � Br radial fragment for threedi�erent exitation energies, when photolysis is started from the ground (leftpanels) and the �rst exited (right panels) vdW state of Ar � HBr(v = 1).All the distributions are normalized to unity.Fig. 4. Vibrational distributions of the Ar � Br produt for four di�erent exitationenergies of the parent luster, when photolysis starts from the ground (solidlines) and �rst exited (dashed lines) vdW state of Ar�HBr(v = 1). All thedistributions are normalized to unity.Fig. 5. Rotational distributions of Ar�Br for three exitation energies, starting fromthe initial ground and �rst exited vdW state of Ar � HBr(v = 1). All thedistributions are normalized to unity.Fig. 6. Kineti-energy distributions of the H produt of the total fragmentation path-way for three exitation energies of Ar�HBr(v = 1) after photolysis initiatedfrom the ground and �rst exited vdW state of the luster. All the distribu-tions are normalized to unity. 23



Fig. 7. Angular distributions of theH fragment produed by the partial fragmentation(four upper panels) and the total fragmentation (four lower panels) pathwayfor two luster exitation energies, obtained after photolysis from the initialground and �rst exited state of Ar �HBr(v = 1). All the distributions arenormalized to unity.
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